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the duxtop 9100 mc : this is sometimes marketed as the secura induction burner online, but its actually a less expensive duxtop model, leading to some confusion while ordering one. its design is very similar to the winning duxtop (though
less sleek). the interface is also identical. but there are fewer heat settings (15 rather than 20), more nooks and crannies for food to get caught in, and it was the loudest of the models we tested. plus, it didnt do quite as well regulating its

temperature during the deep-fry test. in 72 aaron newman and i decided to extract some sections from the synthesizer and see if we could make a new product out of it. first we hooked up an opto-electronic-based envelope-controlled
filter; tweaked it and turned it into a little product. digital audio pioneer [and former aes president] barry blesser also participated in its design. we first called it the auto wah and then marketed it as the mu-tron iii. synthesizer inventor bob

moogs affidavit helped us get the patent. the mu-tron iii became quite popular thanks in part to stevie wonder; who helped immensely by giving us free publicity and letting us use his name. another model from well-known brand, crock
pot. the time select is a lot more high-tech than the sizzle and stew above, but still produced fantastic results. this model features automatic cooking functions for meat, poultry, soup and vegetables. simply select your main ingredient,

input the weight and desired finish time, and the time select will automatically adjust the cooking time and temperature of the ingredients to get the best results. for your much-loved tried and tested recipes, theres also a manual setting.
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as with all induction cooktops, theres a low whir from internal cooling fans,
but the duxtop is relatively quiet. it would be nice if the power

automatically adjusted to accommodate the selected temperature setting
(we forgot that step the first time we tried to heat oil for frying and it took

forever to heat up). while the 20 temperature and power settings are
beyond what similar models offer, the increments can be somewhat

limiting if youre trying to dial in a specific temperature. finally, we couldnt
change the display from fahrenheit to celsius, though that may not be an
issue for folks not interested in precision cooking. all of that said, you cant

expect too much from a device that doesnt cost too much more than
$100. automatic cooking: the time select allows you to set how long it will
take to cook your food. the time select is more advanced than the sizzle
and stew. selecting a slow setting gives you control over how long the

cooktop will be on, while selecting a quick setting gives you control over
how quickly the cooktop is on. you can also set the temperature on the

time select if you choose to slow down. potion (, pshon ) recurring
appearance availability obtained buy: all shops find: prima vista,

alexandria (x7), evil forest, north gate, ice cavern (x2), dali (x4), bohden
gate, burmecia, cleyra's trunk steal and drop: various enemies value 50 gil
classification type restorative item specifications abilities heals 150 hp in

battle, 100 hp on the field, 300 hp with chemist compatible with auto-
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